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Abstract—Third-generation mobile radio systems use time di-
vision-code division multiple access (TD-CDMA) in their time di-
vision duplex (TDD) mode. Due to the time division multiple ac-
cess (TDMA) component of TD-CDMA, joint (or multi-user) detec-
tion techniques can be implemented with a reasonable complexity.
Therefore, joint detection will already be implemented in the first
phase of the system deployment to eliminate the intracell interfer-
ence. In a TD-CDMA mobile radio system, joint-detection is per-
formed by solving a least squares problem, where the system ma-
trix has a block-Sylvester structure. In this paper, we present and
compare several techniques that reduce the computational com-
plexity of the joint detection task even further by exploiting this
block-Sylvester structure and by incorporating different approx-
imations. These techniques are based on the Cholesky factoriza-
tion, the Levinson algorithm, the Schur algorithm, and on Fourier
techniques, respectively. The focus of this paper is on Fourier tech-
niques since they have the smallest computational complexity and
achieve the same performance as the joint detection algorithm that
does not use any approximations. Similar to the well-known imple-
mentation of fast convolutions, the resulting Fourier-based joint
detection scheme also uses a sequence of fast Fourier transforms
(FFTs) and overlapping. It is well suited for the implementation on
parallel hardware architectures.

Index Terms—Cholesky factor, fast Fourier transform, joint
detection, Levinson algorithm, overlap save, Schur algorithm,
TD-CDMA, Toeplitz structure.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE UMTS terrestrial radio access (UTRA) that has been
specified in the Third-Generation Partnership Project

(3GPP) consists of a frequency division duplex (FDD) and a
time division duplex (TDD) mode. Wideband code division
multiple access (WCDMA) has been chosen for UTRA FDD,
whereas UTRA TDD uses time division CDMA (TD-CDMA)
[1].

In a CDMA-based system, several co-channel users (that
transmit at the same time and on the same frequency) can be
separated in the code domain, i.e., by exploiting their different
spreading codes. Due to the additional separation in the time
domain, the number of co-channel users that are active at the
same time in UTRA TDD is smaller than in a pure CDMA
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Fig. 1. Frame structure of the TD-CDMA system. Here,B; T ;N ; T , and
K denote the bandwidth of a frequency slot, the duration of a TDMA frame,
the number of bursts per TDMA frame, the burst duration, and the number of
CDMA codes per frequency and time slot, respectively.

system, cf. Fig. 1. Therefore, joint (multi user) detection tech-
niques can be implemented with a reasonable complexity. Joint
detection eliminates the intracell multiple access interference
(MAI) that is caused by users that are located in the same
cell and transmit at the same time and on the same frequency
(co-channel users) [2], [3].

A joint detector combines the knowledge about all users that
share one burst into one large system of equations. This knowl-
edge consists of the channel impulse responses that have been
estimated from training sequences, the spreading codes, and the
received antenna samples from all antenna elements. An effi-
cient algorithm should exploit the special structural characteris-
tics of the system matrix, i.e., its block-Sylvester structure (see
Fig. 3 for a preview of this structure). Sylvester matrices are
Toeplitz matrices with a band structure. The Sylvester structure
is the manifestation of the fact that the TD-CDMA system uses
spreading codes that are periodic with the spreading factor and
that the channel is assumed to be constant for one burst.

There are several algorithms that have been specifically
developed to work efficiently with Toeplitz matrices. We will
briefly look at both the Levinson algorithm, which can directly
solve a system of equations involving a positive-definite system
matrix with Toeplitz structure, and at the Schur algorithm,
which efficiently computes the upper triangular factorof
the factorization of the Toeplitz matrix. However, the
band structure of the system matrix together with the Toeplitz
structure enables the use of far reaching approximations
in the solution process. These approximations reduce the
computational requirements of all involved algorithms, and in
fact, make it possible that an algorithm such as the Cholesky
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Fig. 2. Time slot structure of the TD-CDMA system. Here,T ; T T , andQ denote the burst duration, the symbol duration, the chip duration, and the spreading
factor of the data symbols, respectively.

Fig. 3. Structure ofTTT . In this example,N = 5 andd(Q+W � 1)=Qe = 3.

factorization—that does not exploit the Toeplitz structure
explicitly—remains competitive.

A different route consists of modifying the system matrix
to be block-circulant in addition to being block-Toeplitz struc-
tured. This allows the use of fast Fourier transforms (FFTs) to
transform efficiently the joint-detection problem into the fre-
quency domain. The transformed problem is easier to solve than
the original problem analogous to the way that a convolution is
easier to perform in the frequency domain than in the time do-
main.

An issue common to all described algorithms is that they need
to be applied to ablock-Toeplitz matrix. While Toeplitz matrices
arise in the context of single-user systems, multi-user systems
lead to block-Toeplitz matrices. We will see that this adaptation
is easy to perform for the Cholesky and Fourier algorithms, but
not entirely straightforward for the Levinson and Schur algo-
rithms.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II explains the
data model used to derive the system equation. including spa-
tial–temporal processing. Sections III, IV, and V briefly describe
the joint-detection algorithms based on the Cholesky factoriza-
tion, the Levinson algorithm and the Schur algorithm, respec-
tively. Section VI explains the Fourier algorithm, and Section
VII presents simulation results and computational requirement
figures for all joint detection algorithms.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. TD-CDMA

TD-CDMA is the radio access scheme for the UTRA TDD
mode. It is based on a TDMA scheme which is extended by a

supplementary CDMA component [3]–[5]. In this TD-CDMA
system, CDMA codes (users) are simultaneously active on
the same frequency and in the same time slot. The different
spreading codes allow the signal separation at the receiver. Ac-
cording to the required data rate, a given user might use sev-
eral CDMA codes and/or time slots. The frame structure for
this time-slotted CDMA concept is illustrated in Fig. 1, where

, and denote the bandwidth of a frequency
slot, the duration of a TDMA frame, the number of bursts per
TDMA frame, the burst duration, and the number of CDMA
codes per frequency and time slot, respectively. A burst consists
of a guard interval and two data blocks (of symbols each),
separated by a user specific midamble which containschips
and is used for channel estimation [5]. In Fig. 2, the structure
of one time slot is illustrated for theth midamble and theth
spreading code. Here,denotes the spreading factor of the data
symbols. In this paper, we assume that all users use the same
spreading factor. However, it is straightforward to extend the al-
gorithms to variable spreading factors.

The joint detection in a TD-CDMA system in the space–time
domain eliminates the intracell interference (interference
from users within the same cell). Moreover, we can achieve
an intercell interference cancellation by taking into account
the space–time covariance matrix of the intercell-interfer-
ence-plus-noise (IC-IN).

B. Data Model

The channel impulse response (CIR) vectors between theth
mobile and the th antenna are estimated from
the part of the received measurement vector that is exclusively
determined by the midamble [6].

Let us combine the data symbols , that
are transmitted on theth spreading code during one data block
(half burst) to the vector

(1)

The th spreading code consists ofcomplex chips
, and is denoted as
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With this definition, the block-diagonal spreading matrix
that corresponds to theth code can be written as

...

(2)
where denotes the Kronecker product. Assume that
spreading codes are transmitted at the same time. After
eliminating the influence of the midamble, the received mea-
surements at the th antenna obey the linear model shown in
(3) at the bottom of the page.

Notice that is a Toeplitz matrix
that contains estimates of the channel impulse response (CIR)
vector of the th user (corresponding to theth
spreading code) at theth antenna.

Using the definition of in (3),
may be expressed as

where is a block-Toeplitz matrix
consisting of combined CIR vectors that can be expressed

as the convolution of the channel impulse response (CIR) vector
with the corresponding spreading code , i.e.

(5)

Using the definition of in (1), the transmitted data
symbols of all users are combined in the following fashion

(6)

Here and in the sequel, the vec operator is defined according to

(7)

that is, the vec operator forms a column vector from the elements
of its argument matrix by concatenating the columns of that ma-
trix, starting at the left. The combined CIR vectors of the

th user at all antennas can also be simplified to a single
combined CIR vector in the space–time domain

(8)

Moreover, let us define the space–time array measurement
vector (during one half burst) as

(9)
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Using (4), the vector may then be expressed as

where the matrix

contains the combined CIR vectors of all users in the
space-time domain. In (10), the space–time vector

(12)

models intercell interference, i.e., dominant interferers from ad-
jacent cells, and additive (thermal) noise. Notice that the matrix

in (10) has a block-Toeplitz struc-
ture.

C. Joint Data Detection via block Linear Equalization

Given the linear space–time data model in (10), we want to
find a linear estimate of the data symbols transmitted by each
of the users during the duration of one block (half burst), i.e.,
a block linear equalizer, such that

(13)

In the sequel, two alternative solutions are presented.
1) LS Solution: In the first case, we choose the space–time

weighting matrix in (13) such
that the Euclidean norm of the error

is minimized. It is given by the the standard least squares (LS)
solution, where is equal to the Moore–Penrose pseudoin-
verse (generalized inverse) of, i.e.

(14)

Notice that the LS solution does not take intercell interference
into account, i.e., strong interferers from adjacent cells are not
cancelled.

2) MVDR Solution: Alternatively, we want to find
space-time weight vectors that minimize the variance of
the estimated data symbols with

such that

(15)

In the literature, the minimum variance distortionless response
(MVDR) solution is also called zero-forcing block linear equal-
izer, linear minimum variance unbiased estimate, weighted LS
estimate, or Gauss-Markov estimate [7]. The solution of this
constrained optimization problem is given by

(16)

where we assume that the space–time covariance matrix
of the IC-IN is nonsingular.1 It contains
contributions from the dominant interferers form adjacent
cells and from the additive noise. Notice that the MVDR
solution (16) simplifies to the standard LS solution (14) if

.
In order to reduce the computational complexity and to facil-

itate the estimation of , the space–time covariance matrix
of the IC-IN is approximated as the Kronecker product of the
temporal covariance matrix of the IC-IN with the spatial
covariance matrix of the IC-IN , i.e., .
Measurements have shown that for UTRA-TDD the temporal
covariance matrix can, furthermore, be approximated with
the identity matrix. Hence, we only have to estimate the spatial
covariance matrix of the IC-IN .

To actually compute (16), one has to consider the approxi-
mate inverse of

(17)

Equation (17) indicates that we only need to be concerned with
the inverse of the small matrix . The obvious
way to proceed is then to find the Cholesky factor so that

and to calculate the weighted system matrixand
the weighted right-hand sidevia back substitution according
to

Equation (16) can then be expressed as

(18)

This equation has the form of (14), and therefore, we can con-
centrate on the LS solution in the sequel.

1It can be shown that the MVDR solution also minimizes the variance of the
estimation errorEfje j g subject to (15), wheree is defined ase =
d � d̂ = d �www xxx; 1 � k � K; 1 � n � N; i = k + (n� 1)K.
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Fig. 4. Structure ofSSS. Only the dark shaded part needs to be computed.

The processing requirements for computingand are
modest compared to the rest of the joint detection process. The
number of real multiplications is

(Cholesky factorization)

(back substitution)

where . For example, a typical scenario
with needs 201 936
real multiplications.

D. Common Preprocessing Steps

The remainder of this text will describe four different ap-
proaches to compute (14). Although these approaches differ in
their core features, they use two common preparatory opera-
tions: the computation of thecorrelation matrix

(19)

and thematched filter outputs

(20)

It is straightforward to take the structural characteristics of
into account when computingand . For example, is a Her-
mitian block-Toeplitz matrix with band structure and it is only
necessary to compute a small part of it, see Fig. 4.

With the definitions in (19) and (20), (14) can be rewritten as

(21)

This is the formulation of the joint detection problem that we
concentrate on in the following sections. The inverse ofexists
if has full rank. In the following, we assume that this is the
case.

III. CHOLESKY ALGORITHM

A straightforward approach to solving (14) is to compute the
Cholesky factor of (as, e.g., explained in [8]) such that

and consequently

The matrix is a upper triangular matrix which enables us to
multiply by its inverse via back substitutions. It is easy to exploit
the band structure of while computing and the fact that

(a) (b)

Fig. 5. ApproximatingRRR. Only the dark shaded part is computed.

inherits this band structure from reduces the computational
requirements of the back substitutions significantly.

However, much more savings can be realized when com-
puting only approximately. This is possible becausedoes
not only inherit the band structure ofbut it also shows an ap-
proximate block-Toeplitz structure (with the same block size as

). Fig. 5(a) depicts how this fact can be exploited whenis
computed. It suffices to compute the first few block-rows of,
and then we assume that the remaining block-rows are identical
to the last computed block-row. See [9] for a theoretical justi-
fication of this approach. Also, see [10] for a discussion of the
row approximation in the context of a sliding-window equalizer.

A different approach is to consider block-columns instead of
block-rows and stop after computing a small number of block-
columns, see Fig. 5(b). This leads to the same approximations as
in [11]. However, the row-based approach leads to better results,
see Section VII.

In summary, it should be noted that although the Cholesky
algorithm can not directly exploit the Toeplitz structure of
and , it can still indirectly take advantage of it if is only
computed approximately. These approximations are very effec-
tive and are the reason why the Cholesky algorithm still re-
mains competitive with the other, more optimized and more
complicated algorithms. However, the block-Fourier algorithm
achieves the same performance with dramatically reduced com-
putational requirements.

IV. BLOCK-LEVINSON ALGORITHM

The Levinson algorithm [8] is a direct way to compute the
solution to a system of linear equations

where is Hermitian, Toeplitz, and positive definite while
needing only arithmetical operations for a matrix of size

, compared to for the unapproximated Cholesky
algorithm.

However, the matrix in our case isblock-Toeplitz so that
the original Levinson algorithm needs to be extended [12]. Al-
though the matrix is Hermitian, it does not have the right kind
of symmetry for the Levinson algorithm when working with
blocks. The block-Levinson algorithm is, therefore, based on
the Levinson algorithm for non-Hermitian matrices.

Appendix A contains more details about the block-Levinson
algorithm. Reference [13] contains a derivation of the block-
Levinson algorithm using matrix Levinson polynomials.

Theblock-Levinsonalgorithmhasseveralopportunities for in-
troducing approximations. The internal parametersand (see
Appendix A) can be observed to converge to zero quite rapidly
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and, thus, we can skip a significant amount of operations after a
small number of iterations by assuming that they are in fact zero.
An additionalapproximationcanbe introduced byobserving that
the elements of the block-vectorsand also tend to zero for
higher indices. Thus, we can save operations by shortening the
length of the vector operations involving and .

V. BLOCK-SCHUR ALGORITHM

The Schur algorithm [14], [15] is another algorithm that is
able to compute the LS solution for Toeplitz structured systems
of equations with operations. It achieves this by effi-
ciently finding the triangular factor of the system matrix such
that

and

Here, is again the Cholesky factor of that has already ap-
peared in Section III. Thus, it is a band structured, approxi-
mately block-Toeplitz, upper triangular matrix. The matrix
is a unitary matrix, i.e., .

The block-Schur algorithm gains its efficiency from the fact
that it works with adisplacement representationof that con-
tains much less redundancy thanitself. It then proceeds to
transform this representation intousing local transformations.
Simultaneously, the right-hand side is computed from a
representation of using the same transformations.

The block-Schur algorithm works in such a way that the ma-
trix becomes available row by row, starting from the top.
This allows for the same row-wise approximation that has been
discussed for the Cholesky algorithm simply by stopping the
block-Schur algorithm after enough rows have been computed.
However, since the right-hand side is affected by this approxi-
mation as well, the resulting performance is slightly worse.

Using the block-Schur algorithm for joint detection is dis-
cussed in detail in [16]. Reference [17] presents the use of the
displacement representation in the context of cyclic reduction.
Their algorithm is also amendable to approximations with the
additional benefit that the approximations carry over to the back
substitution step. The algorithm relies on matrix operations in-
stead of local transformations, however.

VI. BLOCK-FOURIER ALGORITHM

The block-Fourier algorithm exploits the fact that digital sig-
nals can be transformed efficiently to and from the frequency
domain using FFTs and that performing signal processing in
the frequency domain is often more efficient than calculating
the same task in the time domain. For example, it is well known
that the convolution of two signals can be computed much more
efficiently by transforming them to the frequency domain and
performing element-wise multiplications there instead of a se-
ries of scalar products in the time domain.

The block-Fourier algorithm for performing joint detection
[18], [19] is based on the same ideas as the fast convolution
method: the received samples and the system matrix are trans-
formed and the LS solution is computed in the frequency do-
main. The final solution is then found by transforming the fre-
quency solution back into the time domain.

Data detection in the presence of a channel that is modeled by
an finite-impulse response (FIR) filter can be seen as the inverse
problem to convolution: as a deconvolution. Simply worded, in-
stead of multiplying the spectra element-wise in the frequency
domain, we need to perform element-wise divisions.

Just as in the convolution case, we must account for the fact
that using a discrete Fourier transform leads to a circular de-
convolution. This can be realized by applying a suitable form
of zero-paddingandoverlappingwhen constructing the solu-
tion from smaller parts, just as zero-padding and overlap-save or
overlap-add is used in the fast convolution method. In the con-
text of multi-user data detection, we face the additional problem
that we need to extend the method to cope with the block-struc-
ture of the problem. This can be achieved by usingblock-Fourier
transforms instead of the usual single signal transforms.

In the sequel, we will explain the block-Fourier algorithm in
detail. We will first show how to express fast deconvolution for
a single user in linear algebra terms; then, we will extend this to
multiple users and explain block-Fourier transforms; finally, we
will apply the results to the TD-CDMA system that has been in
the focus of this paper.

A. Diagonalizing Block-Circulant Matrices

Describing circular convolutions and deconvolutions as ma-
trix operations leads tocirculantmatrices. A circulant matrix is
a Toeplitz matrix with the additional restriction that it must be
square and each column is a rotated version of the column to the
left of it [8]. For example

is a circulant matrix.
Systems of equations like

(22)

where is a circulant matrix, can be solved efficiently since
can bediagonalizedwith discrete Fourier transforms, im-

plemented by FFTs [20]. It is an inherent property of circulant
matrices that their eigenvectors are the columns of the Fourier
transform matrix . This means that we can write every circu-
lant matrix as [21]

(23)

where is a diagonal matrix that contains the eigenvalues of
on its diagonal. Substituting this into (22) yields

(24)

The matrix itself can also be computed with a Fourier trans-
form according to

(25)

where denotes the diagonal elements ofrearranged
as a vector. Thecolon notationas used in is explained
in Appendix A.
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We can, therefore, solve (22) in the frequency domain as long
as is not singular (i.e., it has only nonzero eigenvalues)

(26)

where and denote the discrete Fourier trans-
form of a vector and its inverse, respectively, anddenotes el-
ement-wise division.

A block-circulant matrix of size with blocks
of size is a matrix that fulfils the conditions for being
a circulant matrix when we consider its blocks instead of the
individual elements. Thus, it has the property

with

(27)

Therefore, each element ofhas the same value as the element
rows below and columns to the right of it. Indices in this

calculation that exceed the size of wrap around and corre-
spond to indices in the first block-row and block-column of.

When dealing with block matrices, we also need to apply
block-Fourier transforms. Suppose is
block-circulant with a block size of . Then, we can find
a block-diagonal matrix with the same block size such
that

(28)

where and are block-
Fourier transforms with a block size of and ,
respectively. They are defined as

(29)

where is the identity matrix of size and is the Fourier
matrix of size .

As before, the matrix can be computed with a
block-Fourier transform of the first block-column of .
Let denote the blocks of size on
the block-diagonal of rearranged as a matrix.
Then, we have

(30)

The block version of (22), thus, reduces to

(31)

The block-Fourier transforms denoted by (and ) and
their inverses can be performed with nonblock discrete
(inverse) Fourier transforms of length. Next, we have to
invert . Since the blocks on the diagonal of are
essentially unstructured, this can, for example, be achieved
by some standard method like the Cholesky decomposition of

and two back-substitutions.

B. Application to TD-CDMA

Although in (14) (and in (18)) is not block-square, its
block-columns are already rotated versions of the first block-
column. Therefore, we can simply add block columns to it until
it is block-square. The number of block-columns that must be

added depends on the degree of the block-band structure of,
which is the same as the intersymbol interference (ISI) in the
original transmission system.

After has been extended to be block-circulant, it has
blocks of size , where
and .2 The vector needs to be zero-padded at its end
so that it has length . Likewise, the new solution vector
contains the desired results in its first elements.

Simulations (Section VII) have shown that the error made by
solving for with this extended version of is insignificant.
This is due to the fact the the distortions introduced by making

block-square affect mainly the guard periods between bursts.
A slight variation of the method outlined so far leads to re-

duced computational requirements. Instead of transforming
into the frequency domain and computing the correlation ma-
trix there, we can compute in the time domain and transform
the result. This is generally advantageous because computing
requires few operations due to its rich structure.

C. Overlapping

The convolution matrix with its strong band structure of-
fers possibilities to reduce the computational demands of the
joint detector even further. Just as it is possible to perform the
convolution of a long signal with a much shorter filter impulse
response with the well known overlap-save technique [22], it is
possible to use this technique for equalizing such a filter.

The idea is to reduce the size of the involved matrices and
solve the whole problem by solving multiple smaller ones in-
stead. The reduction in size is expressed by forcingto smaller
values when deriving a block-circulant matrix from. With
such a smaller matrix only a smaller part of the data vector can
be estimated of course; thus, we need to partition the data vector
into slices of length . However, if is smaller than its ideal
value , the distortions mentioned in
the previous section no longer fall into the guard period, leading
to unacceptable errors in the estimated data vector slices.

Fig. 6 depicts this effect. The dashed line shows the relative
error of the data symbols of one user wherehas been set to
32 and the full vector of symbols has been calculated
by carrying out the frequency domain detection three times on
successive blocks of 32 symbols each. Obviously, each run of

symbols has large errors at the beginning and the end
but not in its middle part.

As a remedy, one discards a certain number of symbols at the
start of the data vector slice (theprelap) and at the end of it (the
postlap). The computation of the complete data vector needs
to be arranged in such a way that the discarded symbols from
the previous slice can be found in the middle of the next one as
depicted in Fig. 7. Fig. 6 also shows that the relative error for
such an overlapping computation has been reduced to a lower
level for all symbols (solid line).

D. Parallelism

The execution of the algorithm can be divided into four stages,
with a lot of parallelism in each stage. Furthermore, if dedicated
hardware is available for each stage, they can be pipelined so that

2The notationdxe denotes theceiling of x, i.e., the smallest integer that is
greater than or equal tox.
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Fig. 6. Estimation errors when using overlap-save techniques.Q = 16;W = 57;N = 69;K = 4;D = 32, no noise.

Fig. 7. Overlapping convolution matrices.

all stages can be performed in parallel, too. The following cal-
culations take into account that one burst consists of two half
bursts before and after the training sequence (midamble).

Let be the number of
vector slices needed to cover all desired data symbols, and let

and denote the actual slices ofand , respectively.
The first stage computes where is the circular-

ized system matrix.
The second stage consists of all block-FFT operations,

namely the computation of

Clearly, all transformations are independent and can, thus, be
computed in parallel. Moreover, it can be seen from the defini-
tion of that there also exists parallelism within each trans-
formation.

Given

we have

Hence, a block-FFT of block-size decomposes into par-
allel nonblock-FFTs. Therefore, the first stage consists of

parallel FFTs of length .
The third stage has to compute

Since is block-diagonal, this problem de-
composes into independent systems of linear equations, with

right-hand sides each.
The fourth stage finally has to apply block-IFFTs to to

yield . This can be done with independent inverse
FFTs of length , analogous to the first stage.

See Appendix B for more details.
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TABLE I
TAP DELAYS AND RELATIVE AVERAGE POWERS OF THEVEHICULAR A

CHANNEL MODEL

TABLE II
E =N AND SNR VALUES OFALL K = 8 USERS INDECIBELS

VII. SIMULATION RESULTS AND COMPUTATIONAL

COMPLEXITY

Since the presented algorithms rely on approximations to
achieve their low computational requirements, it is important
to verify that the resulting performance loss is acceptable.
Therefore, detailed simulations of an uplink TD-CDMA system
have been performed. The simulations model a uplink scenario
for speech service with active users, antennas for
diversity reception, forward error correction using a convolu-
tional coder, and radio transmission in a vehicular environment
(Type A) with a mobile speed of 120 km/h [23], [24].

The convolutional coder has rate and is followed by punc-
turing that will remove 8 bits out of 168, thus yielding an effec-
tive code rate of . It has been included in the simulation
to achieve more realistic statistical properties of the transmitted
symbols.

The parameters of the simulated bursts are symbols
per data block, a spreading factor of , a midamble length
of chips and a guard period of 101 chips. Each data
point has been obtained by simulating 5000 bursts.

The channel model is realized as a tapped delay line with a
fixed delay, Rayleigh fading and a Jakes-type Doppler spectrum
for each tap. The delays and relative powers of the taps are given
in Table I.

The channel noise is modeled as being white.
The scenario also includes a severe near–far constellation:

four of the users are received at 20 dB above the remaining four
users. The shown bit error rates (BERs) are the mean value of the
four weaker users. Table II lists the simulated values and
corresponding signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) values for all users.

The receiver employs two diversity antennas, i.e., the signals
impinging on the antennas are assumed to be uncorrelated. This
is reflected in the simulation setup by modeling the path from

Fig. 8. Coded BER for all four Algorithms.

the transmitter to each receiver antenna by an independently
fading, point-to-point channel model.

The channel impulse responses are estimated using the
method described in [25] with a assumed maximum impulse
length of chips.

The resulting BERs as a function of the ratio of the bit energy
and the spectral noise density are shown in Fig. 8. The approx-
imation parameters in this figure were chosen so as to yield the
maximum reduction in computational requirements while still
yielding an acceptable BER as compared to the unapproximated
solution.

The legends of the figures refer to the approximation param-
eters used in the algorithms as follows:

• For the Cholesky algorithm, “ rows” means that only
block-rows of have been computed and the rest has been
filled from block-row . Likewise, “ columns” refers to
the column-wise approximation. See also Fig. 5.

• For the block-Levinson algorithm, “ iterations” means
that and are set to zero after iterations of the
main loop of the algorithm.

• For the block-Schur algorithm, “rows” means that only
the first block-rows of have been computed and the
right-hand side has only been transformed correspond-
ingly.

• For the block-Fourier algorithm, “ /prelap/postlap”
means that overlapping was performed with a FFT length
of , using the given prelap and postlap. Refer to Fig. 7.
Note that for “128/0/0” no overlapping is done.

Figs.9–12 show the corresponding computational require-
ments in the form of required real valued multiplications to
perform joint detection for one burst, depending on the number
of active users, . They clearly show the significant reduction
in computational requirements by using the discussed approxi-
mations. Figs.13–15 compare the algorithms also shown in Fig.
8 in terms of their computational requirements, depending on
the number of active codes,, the number of symbols in one
data block , and the number of antennas at the receiver,.

The computational requirements as shown in the figures are
computed by a suit of programs available in [26].

It can be seen that the row-wise approximation method for the
Cholesky algorithm is superior to the column-wise method when
both the bit error performance and computational requirements
are taken into account. The block-Levinson algorithm is not able
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Fig. 9. Computational requirements for the Cholesky algorithm.

Fig. 10. Computational requirements for the block-Levinson algorithm.
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Fig. 11. Computational requirements for the block-Schur algorithm.

Fig. 12. Computational requirements for the block-Fourier algorithm.
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Fig. 13. Computational requirements for all four algorithms.

Fig. 14. Computational requirements for all four algorithms, against the number of symbolsN .
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Fig. 15. Computational requirements for all four algorithms, against the number of antennasM .

to achieve lower computational requirements than the Cholesky
algorithm for a comparable bit error performance, although it
could be expected from the difference in computational com-
plexity of the exact algorithms. The block-Schur algorithm is
computationally more expensive than both the Cholesky and
block-Levinson algorithms, but it should be better suited to a fine
grained parallel implementation.

Finally, the block-Fourier algorithm clearly has the lowest
computational requirements while showing the same bit error
performance as the exact Cholesky algorithm.

VIII. C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented four algorithms that can be
used to implement joint data detection in a TD-CDMA system.
We have shown how to introduce approximations into the algo-
rithms and, thus, have achieved significant reductions of their
computational requirements.

It can be seen that all algorithms except the block-Fourier
algorithm need about the same amount of multiplications for
approximation parameters that lead to an acceptable BER. The
block-Fourier algorithm is significantly cheaper. This low com-
putational complexity has been achieved by using overlapping
techniques for the deconvolution. Overlapping was performed
both at the beginning and at the end of the considered data
vector. Both the block-FFTs and the inversion of the diagonal-
ized system matrix consist of independent subproblems that can
be solved in parallel.

Thus, the block-Fourier algorithm is the method of choice for
implementing joint detection. However, the block-Levinson or
block-Schur algorithm are also interesting from different points
of view. The block-Schur algorithm allows a parallel implemen-
tation on fine grained architectures (e.g., CORDIC) [27]. The
block-Levinson algorithm permits to add stages to an existing
architecture to increase the accuracy of the solution (such as
stages are added to a lattice filter) [28].

APPENDIX A
DETAILS OF THE BLOCK-LEVINSON ALGORITHM

Because a block-Toeplitz matrix does not have the right kind
of symmetry for the original Levinson algorithm, the block-
Levinson algorithm is based on an extended version of the
Levinson algorithm that can work with nonsymmetric matrices.

This variant of the Levinson algorithm solves two related pre-
diction problems simultaneously and derives the desired solu-
tion from them, whereas the original Levinson algorithm needs
to solve only one underlying prediction problem [8]. The block
algorithm can then be derived by replacing the scalar operations
of the nonblock algorithm with matrix operations on blocks.

To present the resulting block algorithm, we will usecolon
notationandblock notation, which are defined as follows for
vectors.

Let
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then (see the equation at the top of the page.) This notation
is extended to matrices in the obvious way, by treating row
and column indices separately. We also use the additional rule

, i.e., when only one block size is spec-
ified, it is used for both rows and columns.

Block-Levinson algorithm. Starting from and , the block-
Levinson algorithm computes according to the fol-
lowing procedure.

for

if

end
end

APPENDIX B
DETAILS OF THE BLOCK-FOURIER ALGORITHM

In addition to the colon and block notation from the previous
appendix, let denote the zero vector of lengthand
the zero matrix of size . We can then describe the block-
Fourier algorithm with overlapping as follows.

Block-Fourier algorithm. Starting from and , the block-

Fourier algorithm computes according to
the following procedure. It will use FFTs of lengthand use a
prelap of and a postlap of .

for

end
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